KIND • PERSONABLE • ROLE-MODEL • HELPFUL • AMAZING • UPBEAT • SPECTACULAR • FASHIONABLE • INTELLIGENT • UPLIFTING • HAPPY • BOCCE BAL •
EMPATHETIC • DEDICATED • PRESENT • HOPEFUL • BRILLIANT • CARING • COMPASSIONATE • HANDSOME • ENCOURAGING • GOOD NATURED • GENEROUS
•
FUN • HONEST • UNDERSTANDING • POSITIVE • INSPIRATIONAL • GIVING • ENERGETIC • OPTIMISTIC • SUPPORTIVE • THOUGHTFUL • KNOWLEDGEABLE

PRISM Groups

PRISM Mentor: Frank Borschke, M.D.
Student names appear in alphabetical order: Jane Ahn, Kojo Asantey, Anne Boldt, Julia Bregenzer, Jonathan Bucan,
Jonathan Davis, Ami Desai, Jessica Gamerl, Mirna Jadan, Keri Jones, Annie Ledvina, Nathan Loudon, Brian Lu, Tuan Ngo,
Eric Pai, Vikas Ravi, Tejas Shah, Jane Spann, Lisa Spencer, Justin Yuan, and Rebecca Yue

Dear Dr. Borschke,
Thank you for everything you have done for our PRISM group, we could not have asked for a more
fun and invested mentor. Thank you for putting up with all of our bad times and celebrating with us
through all of the good ones; you have been a valuable and supportive backbone to our medical
school experience.
By far, our favorite part of PRISM was the breakout sessions where you made yourself available to
us. It was obvious from the start that you cared about us and wanted us to succeed.
We genuinely enjoyed spending time with you, and each other, which is what made our PRISM
group so awesome! Whether it was inviting us into your home, dominating in bocce ball (a very
controversial win), or taking the time to listen to our concerns, it was clear you had our back and
cared about us.
We appreciate all of the time you took to mentor us, provide advice, and listen to us vent. You
encouraged and watched us grow as students and professionals, and we are incredibly grateful for
it! You were more than a mentor, you went out of your way to be a friend.
The “Borsch-keys to Success” PRISM group

